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Abstract — As the MOS structure plays an essential role 

in both MOSFET and Si qubit devices, it is desirable to have 

deeper understanding of MOS material properties and 

identify limiting factors for cryogenic applications. In this 

work, based on MOSFETs with four different gate stacks, 

we extract the oxide trap density and transconductance 

from the low frequency noise and DC transfer 

characteristics at room temperature, respectively. With the 

same gate stacks, Hall mobility as a function of carrier 

density is measured at 10 K and 10 mK, and the critical 

density is extracted at 10 mK. These physical quantities are 

analyzed and correlated explicitly, offering a method to 

qualitatively compare the quality of the four gate stacks for 

cryogenic MOS devices, and providing further insight into 

the material physics at cryogenic temperatures. 

Index Terms — high performance computing, quantum 

computing, cryogenic MOSFET, low frequency noise, 

transconductance, Hall mobility, critical density. 

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of cryogenic applications, such as 

high performance computing and quantum computing, 

cryogenic semiconductor electronics has become one of the 

vital research topics [1]. Generally, the MOS structure plays a 

critical role in both CMOS and Si qubits working at cryogenic 

temperatures. Compared to operation at 300 K, however, the 

CMOS devices show significantly larger variability and 

nonnegligible reliability issue associated with disorder and 

traps of the gate stack at cryogenic temperatures (T) [2-3]. 

The Si qubit devices have been recognized as one of the 

most promising platforms for implementing large scale 

quantum computation, thanks to their long coherence times and 

compatibility with standard CMOS technology [4-5]. However, 

the gate dielectric and the Si/SiO2 interface disorder could 

induce spurious quantum dots, limiting quantum dot formation 

and control [6]. In addition, dielectric defects lead to charge 

noise, thereby reducing the qubit coherence [7-8]. Both effects 

originate from the MOS gate stack and hinder development of 

large-scale quantum processors.  

To evaluate the gate stack quality for cryogenic applications, 
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cryogenic Hall mobility and critical density are commonly used 

as 2DEG performance metrics [9]. However, they can only 

provide limited insights into the density or origin of the defects 

present in the dielectric layers of the gate stack. Though 

statistical 300-K threshold voltage analysis provides quick 

assessment of electrostatic disorder, it has not been linked to 

low-T device performance metrics [10]. The low temperature 

measurement process is also slow and not suitable for statistical 

and systematic studies, which are essential to investigate 

cryogenic material properties and subsequent process 

optimization. Therefore, the correlation of electrical results 

between room and low temperatures allow insights into the 

material properties that affect the cryogenic performance [11]. 

     Among the electrical characterization techniques, low 

frequency noise (LFN) analysis has been recognized as a 

sensitive, non-destructive and diagnostic tool, which can be 

used to evaluate the material quality of MOS devices. More 

specifically, LFN can be used to study the origin of the noise 

and quantify the trap density in a gate stack [12-14]. Typically, 

devices show 1/f noise originating from carrier number or 

mobility fluctuations. The former has been shown to be the 

dominant mechanism in nMOSFETs [15-18]. For this case, 

according to the McWorther model, a trap density (NOT profile) 

along the oxide depth z can be obtained by converting the 1/f 

noise spectrum [19-24]. 

     In this work, we perform electrical characterization on MOS 

structures fabricated in a 300 mm integrated process, at the 

same time with the qubit devices [25]. We measured the LFN 

on nMOS transistors at room temperature (RT ~ 300 K) and 

Hall mobility on Hall bar devices at cryogenic temperatures (10 

K and 10 mK). We identify a direct correlation between the 

transistor transconductance, the trap density and the Hall 

mobility for the four gate stacks used in this study. The method 

and results presented in this work allow better understanding of 

cryogenic MOS material properties and identify limiting factors 

for cryogenic applications. 

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Device fabrication

The MOS structures are fabricated in a 300 mm Si

integration process optimized for qubit devices with multi-level 

gate stacks [25]. The gate stack starts with an 8 nm in-situ steam 

generated SiO2, followed by gate layer 1 (GL1), which is 

heavily doped 30 nm poly Si (PS) or 20 nm TiN. Subsequently, 

GL1 is patterned by electron beam lithography and dry etching. 

Then 5 nm ALD-based SiO2 is deposited as the insulation layer. 

Similarly, gate layer 2 (GL2) is formed by 30 nm PS or 30 nm 

TiN deposition and subsequent patterning process. The 
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schematic of the gate stacks for GL1 and GL2 is shown in the 

inset of Fig. 1(a). 

B. Electrical measurement

The electrical measurements for transfer characteristics and

LFN are performed at RT on a TS 3000-SE probe station with 

the A-LFNA E4727A Keysight system. In these measurements, 

the drain-to-source bias VDS is fixed at 20 mV and hence the 

MOSFETs operate in the linear region. The whole transfer 

characteristics of MOSFETs with different gate workfunction 

and equivalent oxide thickness is obtained by applying a wide 

range of gate-to-source bias VGS, as shown in Fig. 1(a). For the 

LFN analysis, the input-referred gate noise (SVG) is calculated 

by dividing the drain current noise (SID) by the square of the 

measured transconductance (gm) at each gate bias point. Noise 

results are shown in Figs. 2-4. 

     The transfer characteristics of MOSFETs (Fig. 1(b)) is 

obtained by a Lakeshore CPX cryogenic probe station at 

different temperatures. The Hall mobilities are measured at T = 

10 mK in a Bluefors LD250 dilution refrigerator and at 10 K in 

a Lakeshore CRX-VF cryogenic probe station. Hall mobility is 

measured at T ≦ 10 K), considering the temperature 

requirements of the superconducting magnet in the cryostat. 

The Hall bar structure is shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b). Using 

standard lock-in techniques, the electron density is extracted 

from the transverse Hall voltage Vxy and the sheet conductance 

is extracted from the longitudinal voltage Vxx [9]. Combining 

both, we can extract the mobility at different electron densities 

n, as shown in Fig. 5. Though Hall measurement is performed 

only at two temperatures in this work, the mobility and 

percolation density exhibits almost linear relations [26]. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1(a) shows the transfer characteristics and 

corresponding gm of MOSFETs with the four different gate 

stacks at RT. With a given gate oxide thickness, the TiN devices 

(red) exhibit worse performance than their PS counterparts 

(black) reflected in lower on-currents Ion and maximum gm 

(gm,max). This can be attributed to remote scattering mechanisms 

induced by the metal gate [27-28]. Fig. 1(b) exhibits the transfer 

characteristics of the MOSFET with GL1 & PS measured at 

different temperatures. The measured devices are large planar 

MOSFETs with 5 and 1 μm in channel length and width, 

respectively [14,25,29]. 

Fig. 1. (a) Transfer characteristics and corresponding gm of nMOSFETs with 

four different gate stacks at RT. Note that the four black curves with PS have 

been shifted to the right so as to have the same off-currents (at 10-10 and 10-11 
A/μm) with their TiN-counterparts at the same gate bias (black/red: PS/TiN and 

solid/dashed: GL1/GL2). (b) Typical transfer characteristics of the nMOSFET 

with PS & GL1 measured at 300, 225, 150, 77 and 4 K. The inset shows the 
products of gm,max and gate oxide thickness tox at different T, which are 

normalized to the smallest value of TiN & GL1. Compared to other three, the 

gm,max×tox values of PS & GL1 are greatest at all temperatures. VDS = 20 mV. 

Fig. 2. Input-referred gate noise (SVG) spectra of the nMOSFETs with TiN and 

PS for (a) GL1 and (b) GL2 devices. For a given gate stack, three traces with 

the same colour are obtained at three different drain current levels (0.5, 1 and 2 

μA/μm) from weak to strong inversion at RT. The measurements have a 

frequency exponent close to 1 (dashed lines). SVG at 10 Hz versus gate voltage 
overdrive beyond the threshold voltage (VGS ‒ VTH) for (c) GL1 and (d) GL2. 

For a given gate level TiN devices generally show higher SVG than the PS ones. 

Fig. 3. Normalized drain current noise (SID/IDS
2) at 10 Hz versus drain current 

for (a) GL1 and (b) GL2 gate stacks. 

SVG versus frequency (a-b) and the corresponding values at 

10 Hz with different gate overdrive (c-d) are shown in Fig. 2 for 

different gate stacks. The normalized drain current noise at 10 

Hz as a function of the drain current is displayed in Fig. 3. The 

normalized drain current noise tends to saturate at lower drain 

currents, suggesting that carrier number fluctuation is the 

dominant noise mechanism in the four devices [13, 30]. This is 

consistent with prior experimental results, showing that noise 

of nMOSFETs can be explained better by carrier number 

fluctuation [15-18]. As a result, the frequency exponent γ ≈ 1 

(Fig. 2(a-b)) and the nearly gate-independent SVG (Fig. 2(c-d)) 

implies a uniform trap density in the oxide depth and as well as 

in energy, located near the Si conduction band edge. 

According to the McWorther model, we can extract the 

oxide trap density distribution from Fig. 2(a) and (b) and the 

results are depicted in Fig. 4. The distribution of oxide trap 

density seems fairly uniform in oxide depth (2.1 ~ 1.3 nm from 

the channel interface). Note that the probing depth of this 

method is limited by the minimal frequency of the hardware and 

the background noise of the devices [13]. Because the three 

traces for a given gate stack are not significantly affected by the 

drain currents, the oxide trap density seems not to vary 

significantly with the gate potential around the Si conduction 

band edge. These outcomes are consistent with the implications 

by Fig. 2. For a given gate level, the TiN devices show worse 

oxide quality compared to the PS devices. It may be attributed 

to the traps induced by atomic diffusion from the metal gate 

[28,31]. GL2 devices show higher trap density than GL1, which 
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is believed to be induced by additional plasma damage of the 

exposed gate stack during the subtractive patterning of GL1 

[32-33]. On average, the two PS devices show lower NOT 

compared to their TiN counterparts (Fig. 4(b)). 

 
Fig. 4. (a) Oxide trap density (NOT) along the oxide depth z measured from the 
channel/oxide interface (z = 0 nm) with different gate stacks (TiN in red and PS 

in black) for GL1 and GL2. The sudden drop around z = 2.1 ~ 1.3 nm is due to 

the frequency cut-off in the original SVG spectra. For a given gate stack, three 
traces with the same colour are obtained at three different drain current levels 

(0.5, 1 and 2 μA/μm) from weak to strong inversion. From each trace, an 

average NOT value can be determined. Hence, twelve NOT values are plotted 

versus the drain current in (b). 

 

When a MOSFET is operated in the linear region (VDS = 20 

mV), gm is approximately proportional to the product of gate 

oxide capacitance Cox and carrier mobility μ [34]. Because Cox 

is given by the oxide dielectric constant (εox) and the gate oxide 

thickness (tox), a simple relation can be written as 
 

                     gm · tox ∝ εox · VDS · μ ∝ μ.                (1) 
 

The four gate stacks of this study are composed of the same 

insulator (SiO2) but with different thicknesses (8 and 13 nm for 

GL1 and GL2, respectively, see Fig. 1(a)). To fairly compare 

gm and μ between the four gate stacks, the former needs to be 

multiplied by tox. With gm,max from Fig. 1(a), the average NOT 

from Fig. 4(b) is plotted against gm,max×tox in Fig. 6(a). One can 

see that NOT is higher for lower values of gm,max×tox and vice 

versa. It may be attributed to the fact that the charged oxide 

traps can degrade carrier mobility through remote Coulomb 

scattering [27-28]. This correlation remains valid at different 

current levels as depicted in Fig. 6(a). Note that the similar trend 

has been observed with different gate stacks and channel 

materials in our prior work [20-23]. 

Although NOT is extracted in the oxide between z = 2.1 ~ 1.3 

nm (Fig. 4(a)) and it is only a small fraction among the total 

oxide thickness (see the inset of Fig. 1(a)), it still dominates 

device performances in terms of mobility [20-23]. This is 

because that it is closer to the channel interface with stronger 

influence via electrostatic potential. 

So far, merely LFN results obtained at RT have been 

discussed. By performing Hall bar measurements on the MOS 

devices with the different gate stacks, Hall mobility at 10 and 

10 mK from Fig. 5 is extracted and plotted in Fig. 6(b) as well. 

Similar to the results derived from LFN measurements, gate 

stacks with GL1 (GL2) and poly (TiN) gate show the best 

(worst) material quality in terms of the highest (lowest) Hall                                             

mobility and smallest (largest) critical density. Based on this 

clear correlation between the results at room and cryogenic 

temperatures, we conclude that a screening of different MOS 

devices at RT based on LFN analysis and DC characteristics 

can be a valuable tool to also predict the performance of the 

same stacks at cryogenic temperatures. 

Though the overall correlation between room and low 

temperatures is clear in Fig. 6, caution should be taken when 

comparing “TiN & GL1” to “PS & GL2”. Especially they show 

similar Hall mobilities and critical densities at 10 mK in (b). 

Three distinct factors could affect the gate stack quality. With 

TiN gate material, oxygen scavenging [35] and the nitrogen 

diffusing from TiN [31] during thermal annealing could 

become trap sites, whereas extra processing steps in GL2 could 

also damage the gate stack quality [32-33]. Defects incurred by 

these three mechanisms may have different temperature 

responses, and further act together or compensate with each 

other. In addition, the lack of understanding at the deep 

cryogenic temperature further hinders the direct comparison of 

“TiN & GL1” and “PS & GL2” at 10 mK. However, they and 

the other two gate stacks (“TiN & GL2” and “PS & GL1”) 

evidently show the expected tendency at 10 K and 10 mK in 

(b), respectively. Together with the 300 K data in (a), these 

results show the electrical correlation of the MOS devices 

between room and cryogenic temperatures. 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Hall mobility and conductance C (inset, with thin fitting curves by 

the function with prefactor A and critical density nc [36]) measured as a function 

of carrier density n at 10 mK. (b) Mobility measured at 10 K. The inset in (b) is 
an image of the device (black/red: PS/TiN and solid/dashed: GL1/GL2). 

 
Fig. 6. Electrical correlation of different device metrics at 300 K, 10 K and 10 
mK. (a) Average NOT vs normalized gm,max×tox, (b) Maximal Hall mobility and 

critical density vs gm,max×tox. Note that the average NOT and gm,max×tox extracted 

from data measured at 300 K are adopted from Figs. 4(b) and 1(a), respectively. 
Hall mobility and critical density obtained are taken from Fig. 5. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on MOS devices with four different gate stacks, we 

have extracted the oxide trap density, transconductance, Hall 

mobility and critical density through low frequency noise 

(LFN) analysis, DC electrical characterization and Hall 

measurements, respectively. A clear correlation of these 

electrical results has been found between 300 K, 10 K and 10 

mK for the four gate stacks used in this work. Hall mobility at 

10 K and 10 mK (critical density at 10 mK) is found to be 

clearly correlated to the normalized transconductance obtained 

at 300 K. As DC and LFN characterization can be performed 

on full wafers, this correlation may offer a useful method to 

qualitatively predict the gate stack quality of Si MOS devices 

based on room-temperature characterization with physical 

insights and expedite technology development for cryogenic 

applications.  
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